
Turning a mirror into a window 

When I was asked to curate an international art show in Merida Yucatan I had an image 

of my first encounter with the Pyramids and how minute I felt looking at theseenormous 

human made monuments. This kind of feeling brings proportion into life, the same 

feelings and proportions that arose in me while gazing at the stars or reading the 

Genesis chapter in the Bible. Yucatan with its large scale Mayan Pyramids is the best 

place for those kinds of thoughts.  

We are not alone in this world and the world is far from being centered around us; by us 

I mean each and everyhuman individual no matter if you are the richest oligarch or 

running for president, the world was created long before you emerged on this planet 

and will still be rotating around the Sun long after your cycle will be over. 

We are living in the 'Selfie' epoch in which billions of new self-images are uploaded to 

the net every day, human beings are sharing what they think, eat, dress, meet, see and 

feel with complete strangers. Thinking about it as 'a call for attention' is a pause in our 

demanding modern life. It is not 'we' it is 'me'; it is not the nation, the county or the city 

that should take care about my life it is Me.  Each human being is living in a more and 

more confined environment and though it seems we are living in the most pluralistic, 

free and open world we are in the midst of a global modern prison in which the majority 

of humanity is living in the same cell, practicing the same rituals and doing the same 

things all their lives. 

It is from this standpoint that arose 'Turning a mirror into a window' – how to turn our 

self-view into a larger, broader understanding of the world we live in. It calls for thinking 

about our part as human beings in our society, nation, and above all as the human 

citizens of this universe, evoking the questions: 

Who am I? 

What is my true destiny? 

What is it I have to do to fulfill it? 

Have magic, 
Ted Barr 
 


